
The devil is in the details, as the saying goes. So it is with
security administration. We spend a lot of time and effort to
make sure that the right profiles are created to protect main-

frame resources; that the right persons or groups are in the access lists
of these profiles; and that the universal (or public) access granted to
these profiles is not out of line.

But sometimes we forget to notice that a RACF profile is in WARN
mode. Worse, some security administrators do not know the full impli-
cations of WARN mode. They are trained to update access lists, and
sometimes to build new profiles with appropriate universal (public)
access specification. But they may neglect profiles in WARN mode.

So what’s wrong with WARN mode? Here is the scoop (and the
warning about WARN mode)—A profile in WARN mode allows any-
one to access the resources protected by that profile—not only to
browse and update, but also to delete them!

True, all such access will be logged. But will it be reported in time
to the appropriate person or persons? If it is reported, will it be
reviewed and acted upon? Even if these steps are taken, the damage
will have been done.

Why is WARN mode needed in the first place? What is its purpose
in life?

WARN mode, of course, is needed on a temporary basis, when you
are turning on security for resources that did not have any before. In
this instance, you need to put the profile in WARN mode, and monitor
for a “reasonable” amount of time who is using resources protected by
this profile. Then, you have to determine if the use is legitimate, and if
so, update the access list accordingly.

But after this reasonable amount of time has expired, WARN mode
is supposed to be removed. And this is where the problem occurs—
sometimes, WARN mode is not removed. What was supposed to be a
“temporary measure” sometimes entrenches itself and acquires perma-
nent status. Worse, since everybody is getting access, no-one from the
user community is complaining to the security department!

Another reason we see profiles in WARN mode is because some
security administrators (and I repeat, only some are guilty of this—the
vast majority of them are conscientious) in their laziness may have sim-
ply put in WARN mode to avoid having to grant explicit permissions in
access lists.

But the main point is that if WARN mode is not removed after its
purpose is over, legitimate users may start getting access without
being in the access list, and it becomes difficult to simply remove
WARN, because now you have legitimate users that would be
impacted if it is removed.

If you have never looked at profiles in WARN mode at your instal-
lation, it is strongly suggested you carry out the following exercise to
review all such profiles. You may be surprised at what you uncover.

Let’s look at Figure 1 to see a RACF profile that has WARN mode.
Under WARNING, there is a YES, so this profile is in WARN mode.

See how easily it can be overlooked? And when you realize that this
profile could be covering dozens, if not hundreds of datasets, you begin
to understand the issue—ALL datasets covered by this profile are
exposed to misuse, abuse, or mismanagement.

The question arises—if you have profiles in WARN mode, how do
you get rid of the WARN mode? The short answer is, not easily. As I
mentioned earlier, we now have the possibility of legitimate users get-
ting access via this route, and if you simply switch WARN mode off,
they will get “burned.”

So we need an action plan.

1. FIND OUT ALL PROFILES HAVING WARN MODE

It is assumed you produce the RACF “unload” database every night
from your primary “live” database, or its backup. Most shops do this,
so it is a fair assumption. You can input this RACF unload database to
the SORT utility program, and produce a list of profiles in WARN
mode. The input records will be type 400 records (containing dataset
profiles), and type 500 (which contain resource profiles).

See Figure 2 for a sample SORT JCL to find dataset profiles that
have WARN mode specified in them.

And see Figure 3 for a sample SORT JCL to find resource profiles
that are in WARN mode.
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ld da(‘sys1.**’) all 

INFORMATION FOR DATASET SYS1.** (G)           

LEVEL  OWNER    UNIVERSAL ACCESS   WARNING   ERASE 
-----  -----    ----------------   -------   -----
26    SYS1            READ          YES      NO    

ID     ACCESS  
------    ------
MVSGRP    ALTER

ID    ACCESS   CLASS                ENTITY NAME   
----------------------------------------------------------
NO ENTRIES IN CONDITIONAL ACCESS LIST

FIGURE 1: RACF PROFILE THAT HAS WARN MODE.
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2. EXAMINE EACH PROFILE IN WARN MODE TO
SEE IF IT IS RELEVANT

This is where a lot of effort is required. The only relevant profiles
will be those that are newly created, and where the access requirements
are not clear, so the profiles have been put in WARN mode to determine
who needs access.

3. REMOVE WARN MODE WHERE IT IS NOT
APPROPRIATE

When you have determined that a profile should not be in WARN
mode, but it currently is, you will need to decide on appropriate addi-
tions to the access list, so legitimate users do not lose the access they
have been getting via WARN mode. Once this is done, you can remove
WARN mode from the profile.

To find out potential legitimate users, you will need to monitor the
logs to see who is accessing the WARN mode resource. But this is
tricky, because it begs the question—how long do you monitor the logs
before you stop looking for legitimate users? One month? Two
months? How about users that could potentially be using these
resources only once a year? To see those, you will need to log and mon-
itor for a year. How about the “occasional” legitimate users, who may
need the resource at random, maybe not even once a year?

It is obvious there is no clear answer as to how long you keep looking
before you decide to stop. One criterion you can use is to decide on the
importance of the resources covered by the profile, and then determine
the logging time-frame based on importance.

For less important resources (and only you will know what is not
important at your installation) you may want to take a chance and remove
WARN mode right away. Those users that complain can be verified and
added at that time.

And here are the two commands to remove WARN mode –
For dataset profiles –
ALTDSD ‘data.set.name’ NOWARNING
For non-dataset (resource) profiles –
RALTER resource_class resource_profile NOWARNING

IN SUMMARY

When it comes to WARN mode, prevention is better than cure—be
very careful about introducing profiles in WARN mode. Conduct a reg-
ular review of all profiles currently in WARN mode to make sure your
security is not compromised, and that new profiles in WARN mode are
not creeping in. Ideally, the WARN-mode list you get using the above
JCL should contain exactly zero entries!  

NaSPA member Dinesh Dattani is a Mainframe Security Consultant in
Toronto, Canada.
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//SORTSTP  EXEC PGM=SORT,REGION=128K 
//SORTLIB   DD  DSN=SYS1.SORTLIB,DISP=SHR 
//SYSOUT    DD  DUMMY                  
//SORTIN     DD  DSN=RACF.UNLOAD.DATABASE,DISP=SHR          
//SORTOUT  DD
DSN=RESOURCE.PROFILES.IN.WARN.MODE(JAN01),DISP=SHR          
//SORTWK01 DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,5)                     
//SORTWK02 DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,5) 
//SORTWK03 DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,5)                     
//SYSIN    DD  *                                            

SORT    FIELDS=(257,8,CH,A,10,246,CH,A)
INCLUDE COND=(5,4,CH,EQ,C’0500’,AND,664,4,CH,EQ,C’YES’)

/*

FIGURE 3: SAMPLE SORT JCL TO FIND RESOURCE PROFILES THAT
ARE IN WARN MODE.

//SORTSTP  EXEC PGM=SORT,REGION=128K 
//SORTLIB   DD  DSN=SYS1.SORTLIB,DISP=SHR 
//SYSOUT    DD  DUMMY                  
//SORTIN     DD  DSN=RACF.UNLOAD.DATABASE,DISP=SHR          
//SORTOUT  DD
DSN=DATASET.PROFILES.IN.WARN.MODE(JAN01),DISP=SHR           
//SORTWK01 DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,5)                     
//SORTWK02 DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,5) 
//SORTWK03 DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,5)                     
//SYSIN    DD  *                                            

SORT    FIELDS=(10,44,CH,A,55,6,CH,A)
INCLUDE COND=(5,4,CH,EQ,C’0400’,AND,488,4,CH,EQ,C’YES’)

/*

FIGURE 2: SAMPLE SORT JCL TO FIND DATASET PROFILES THAT
HAVE WARN MODE SPECIFIED IN THEM.


